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Abstract 

This paper researches the literary phenomenon of   -       (Arabic for “experimentalism”) in the Moroccan 

novel during the decades following national independence in 1956.   -       (experimentalism) emer e  as an 

alternati e mo e to the realist mo el of    ptian  obel la reate  a  b Ma f   (Naguib Mahfouz) (b. 1911-d. 2006), 

a model which influenced a number of novelists in Morocco. By contrasting experimental novels by Moroccan 

littérate rs to the realist mo el of the classical   ropean no el an  the classical Arabic no el, I  o not impl  that 

Moroccan (and Arab) novelistic experimentalism is un-realistic or treat the unreal. At stake in my paper is the new 

 efinition of “realism” that emer es thro  h the practices an   isco rses of experimental fiction. Rather than 

proposin  “realism” as a mimetic literary mode based on descriptive prose, what we see instead is a politics of form 

and a formalization of politics that work through the fusion of multiple narrative voices and layers, a reliance on the 

technique of fragmentation, the inclusion of a metafictional  isco rse that interr pts the narrati e in or er to reflect 

on the morpholo   an   oal of literar   ritin , an  so forth. As Moroccan no elist-critic A ma  al- Ma  n  points 

o t, experimental formal feat res s ch as the “breakin  an  interpenetration of [narrative] times [and] the 

m ltiplicit  of  oices” constit te “le itimate attrib tes to a no elistic  orl  [. . .] with a tra ic  ision” ( t . in Ab  

 am la   ). In a similar  ein, M  amma   arr  ah, another prominent novelist-critic, notes that the “experimental 

takeoff” in Moroccan an  Arab no elistic  ritin  co l  be rea  as “a perio  of  entin  an  settlin  of acco nts  ith 

a han icappe  herita e an  an inert histor ” (  -          -ʿArabiyyah,   -  ).  oth al-Ma  n  an   arr  ah 

highlight the ideological implications of the shift in literary representation brought about by Arab experimentalism. 

In this paper, I argue that formal experimentalism in Moroccan and Arab literatures retains its tie to reality through 

political exigency. It is derived from a political need to break with continuous history, which turns experimentalism 

into a discursive site that probes the question of how we do things differently.   

It follows that reality, in its cultural and socio-political ramifications, undergirds Moroccan (and Arab) 

literar  experimentalism. Alon   ith no elist-critic M  amma  Aman  r, I maintain that “realism is not in 

contra iction  ith experimentalism” (            , 168). The notion of realism in this context is not figural 

representation of plausible worldly coordinates, but the formal, structural, and linguistic invocation of new subject 

positions that correspond (implicitly and/or discursively) to immediate contemporar  political exi enc . Al-Ma  n  

remarks that formal experimentalism has so  ht to establish “an extra-realistic relationship”  ith the social,  hich 

positions the individual—not his or her environment—in the center ( u’   , 157). This new subject position or 

positionin  is in icati e of formal experimentalism’s en ea ors to create ne   isc rsi e spheres for the treatment of 

the social and the political, and in so doing Moroccan (and Arab) experimental writings become—or make the claim 

of being—realistic. With the politics of formal experimentalism in mind, this paper makes the claim that 

experimental writings in Morocco (and by extension the Arab world) are deeply ingrained in social reality—albeit in 

their own way—and, therefore, should not be seen as invested in formal experimentation for its own sake. That is, 

experimentalism has a point of reference in the political and socio-cultural arenas, and should be treated 

accordingly.  


